
ooner or later, even 
the most sensible hi-fi  
enthusiast starts to 
wonder what sort 

of difference having a mains 
conditioner might make to the sound 
of their equipment. Mains electricity 
is the ‘fuel’ that powers your system. 
So it stands to reason; the cleaner the 
fuel, the better things should sound. 

P  DETAILS
PRODUCT:
Isol-8 SubStation 
LC/HC
ORIGIN: UK
TYPE: Passive mains 
conditioner
WEIGHT: 5.8kg (LC) 
10.9kg (HC)
DIMENSIONS:
(WxHxD) 
432x125x230mm
FEATURES:
• Munford two-inch 
flat-plate inductors; 
Isolated outputs (LC)
• ETA circuit-breakers; 
choice of UK 13-amp 
or Schuko sockets;
• CNC-milled casework
DISTRIBUTOR:
Isol-8
TELEPHONE:
020 8856 8856 

WEBSITE:
isol-8.co.uk

Getting the 
cleaners in
A noisy mains supply can ruin the sound of your 
hi-fi  says Jimmy Hughes, as he discovers the 
latest technology from Isol-8’s SubStations 

S
But then doesn’t the power supply 
in each individual hi-fi  component 
deal with whatever impurities that 
might be present in the electricity 
supply? Well, to a degree – yes. 
But noise and the presence of even 
small amounts of DC can create 
all kinds of problems that prevent 
your equipment from delivering its 
full performance.

Plug ‘n’ play
Isol-8 SubStation conditioners are 
passive ‘plug and play’ devices. 
There are no user-adjustments to 
fi ddle with. Some devices (like 
Isol-8’s PowerStation, for example) 
allow users to alter the frequency 
of the AC mains from the UK’s 50Hz 
to a higher value. But this isn’t 
possible with the Isol-8 – it’s purely 
a mains cleaner.

The design aim is to use inductive/
capacitive fi ltering to reduce mains 
noise, without compromising current 
delivery. For example, lots of small 
3,300uf electrolytic capacitors are 
used (18 in the LC and 34 in the HC) 
rather than a single, large capacitor. 
This reduces ESR (Equivalent Series 
Resistance) to less than one milli-ohm.

The input has a special choke to 
reduce common-mode noise and a 
separate choke is used in the earth 
line. There are many different types 
of noise on the mains and the Isol-8 
SubStation attempts to deal with all 
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CONNECTIONS

IN AN IDEAL WORLD, 
the mains supply 
would be a clean 
pure 50Hz sine 
wave, with stable 
voltage and ample 
reserves of current. 
In practice, reality 
falls somewhat 
short. Things vary 
according to area, 
but even at-best, the 
50Hz AC signal is 
contaminated with 
noise and possibly a 
small DC component.

While DC is 
blocked by the mains 
transformers in the 
equipment itself, its 
presence saturates 
the transformer 
primary and has the 
effect of reducing 
efficiency. With 
power amps, this 
restricts the peak 
power levels that 
can be achieved, 
reducing dynamic 
range and softening 
transient peaks. 

Noise and DC on 
the mains supply can 
sometimes lead to 
physical noise (hum/
buzz) from power 
transformers. If 
one of your hi-fi 
components is 
mechanically noisy, 
partnering it with an 
Isol-8 SubStation 
might quieten it 
down – though an 
Isol-8 PowerStation 
(with its variable 
mains-frequency 
option) almost 
certainly will.

“In the future, 
problems with mains 
contamination are 
likely to get worse 
rather than better.”

TALKING 
POINT

1

2

1 13-amp mains sockets 3 Mains in 4 Circuit breaker 
(on/off switch)2 Mains in

3 4

of them to ensure than the output 
is pure and free from harmful high- 
frequency noise, DC components, 
and voltage spikes. 

You can specify the type of mains 
socket your SubStation comes fi tted 
with – choosing from either a standard 
13-amp UK-type, or a 15-amp 
Schuko. Both kinds of socket feature 
a hinged protective cover that prevents 
dust from contaminating the pins, as 
well as keeping out tiny fi ngers! 

The four sockets on the LC version 
are individually isolated – each has 
its own separate fi ltering network. 
Some hi-fi  components produce 
self-noise which can get on to the 
mains supply, affecting the performance 
of other components. Having each 
socket individually isolated helps 
avoid cross-contamination.

The HC’s two output sockets, on 
the other hand, are not individually 
isolated – they draw power from a 
common source point. The design of 
the LC and HC versions are broadly 
similar, but the latter is intended for 
situations where much greater current 
delivery is called for – up to 16 amps, 
compared to the LC’s eight amps. 

To protect against excessive current 
draw, a press-button circuit-breaker is 
fi tted. This is designed to trip should 
a certain current threshold be passed. 
The circuit-breaker can be used as a 
mains on/off switch, though being 
situated on the back of the unit 
means it’s a bit awkward to access.

  
Built to last
Each Isol-8 SubStation is housed in 
a CNC-milled alloy box. Apparently, 
full-production samples will feature 
bitumous damping pads to reduce 
the risk of case-resonance. But our 
pre-production Isol-8s were not fi tted 
with them – more on this later. 

The casework has a brushed 
surface and looks very smart. 
Internally, things are neatly laid 
out with plenty of space between 
the different groups. Expensive, 
high-quality components (such as 
Mundorf fl at-wound inductors) are 
used and the internal wiring features 
silver-plated copper conductors with 
PTFE insulation. 

A high-quality mains cable is 
included and this connects via a 
twist and lock Neutrik plug. Given 

the build quality and high-spec 
components employed, Isol-8’s 
SubStation conditioners offer very 
good value. But, ‘value’ also hinges 
on how big a difference adding 
one (or both) makes to the sound 
of your system. 

If you’re lucky and the mains 
supply where you live is very pure, 
improvements might be fairly small. 
However, the nature of the modern 
electronic world we live in makes 
this most unlikely. For the great 
majority, mains quality is not clean, 
so having a clean-up device like the 
Isol-8 SubsStation should prove 
highly benefi cial.

Plus – and here’s where things get 
really scary – in the future, problems 
with mains contamination are likely 
to get worse rather than better. 
As electrical devices proliferate, 
our environment will become 
increasingly noisy and polluted. 

What the effect is...
Obviously, the degree of 
improvement you’re likely to hear 
with devices like these depends 
greatly on how dirty your mains 
supply is. Many audiophiles fi nd the 
sound produced by their hi-fi  varies 
according to the time of day. Things 
often sound best after midnight when 
people switch off TVs and computers.

As a result, the amount of 
improvement you hear may well 
alter according to the time of day or 
night you make the comparison. 
The dirtier your mains supply, the 
greater the benefi t produced by the 
Isol-8 SubStation. But, even with 
relatively ‘good’ mains, you can expect 
a cleaner sound, with wider dynamic 
range and sharper crisper detail.

The presence of noise on the mains 
makes your hi-fi  sound slightly 
muzzy and out of focus. After 
installing the Isol-8 SubStations, 
we noticed the music sounds slightly 
more focused and immediate, with 
crisper transients and greater depth. 
The upper treble sounds smoother 
and cleaner, with less ‘edge’ and 
reduced harshness.

Listening without the Isol-8s, things 
defi nitely become slightly lethargic 
and less well-separated, with noticeably 
poorer delineation of detail and 
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HIDDEN TECH

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

BUILD QUALITY

FEATURES

OVERALL

worthwhile benefi ts with either or 
both of these devices. Not only 
should your system sound fresher 
and more real, you should also fi nd 
the quality of sound is more 
consistent on a day-to-day basis.

Given that it can power up to four 
components, including medium/
large power amps, the SubStation 
LC version is the one to start with. 
If you like what you hear and 
already own a large power amp, the 
HC version (or even a PowerStation) 
could always be added later. But be 
warned; we think you’ll fi nd the 
Isol-8 difference addictive! 

dynamics. As a result, we felt inclined 
to turn up the volume a notch to try 
and make the music project more. 
In simple terms, the sound suddenly 
seems less special.

With the Isol-8 SubStations back 
in circuit, things perked up again. 
Individual voices and instruments 
sound cleaner, with greater 
individuality – both tonally and 
dynamically. Bass seems fi rmer 
and cleaner, with less smearing 
and overhang, while the treble
is airier.

There’s an innate ‘rightness’ about 
the difference produced. It feels like 
you’re hearing your system sound the 
way it was meant to be – a thick layer 
of ‘grunge’ having been removed. 
This enables you to play things 
quieter, with no loss of presence, 
while seemingly allowing greater 
dynamic headroom for loud peaks.

The LC SubStation is very quiet, 
mechanically – virtually silent – but 
the HC version produces a ‘buzz’ 
with our Musical Fidelity kW750 
power amp. Trying the smaller Cayin 
SP-40M tube power amp (HFC 343) 
in place of the big MF, we found the 
buzz is greatly reduced. So, the noise 
level is defi nitely down to higher 
current-draw.

Virtually silent
Speaking to the manufacturer, it 
seems the cases on our early-
production review samples had not 
been fi tted with bitumous damping 
panels and they confi dently expect 
full production Isol-8 SubStations 
to be virtually silent. The noise 
actually comes from the wound 
cores of the inductors creating a 
sympathetic resonance with the case.

Incidentally, we tried the MF power 
amp with the LC SubStation and to 
our surprise it works without tripping 
the circuit breaker. This means that 
– unless you have a really big power 
amp that draws huge amounts of 
current – the LC SubStation may be 
entirely adequate with most 
normal-sized amplifi ers. 

Nevertheless, we feel our system 
sounds slightly better when the MF 
power amp is being used with the HC 
SubStation, rather than going 
through the LC. Both units run very 
cool, by the way – there are no heat 
issues to worry about – and the units 
have been designed to be left 
switched-on at all times.

While products like the SubStation 
ideally need to be auditioned in the 
home, we feel confi dent that 99 per 
cent of users will fi nd very 

WE REGULARLY 
use a PS Audio 
Premier Power 
Plant regenerator 
(£1,995) with our 
hi-fi equipment – 
a component that 
takes a radically 
different approach 
to mains purification. 
It turns the mains 
AC signal to DC,
then completely 
regenerates it 
into a new AC 
signal, via its own 
internal oscillator 
and 1,500-watt 
power amplifier. 

The PS Premier 
reads the distortion 
present on your 
mains supply (in our 
case it was around 
2.3 per cent during 
the afternoon, 
dropping to 1.8 
per cent by late 
evening) and offers 
the option of 
something called 
Multiwave – 
whereby the 
equipment is 
powered by a more 
complex waveform 
than a pure 50Hz, to 
improve efficiency.

It’s a credit to 
Isol-8 that its 
SubStation 
compared very well 
to the sophisticated 
PS Premier. Our 
hi-fi system was 
comparably clean 
when powered by 
either device, but 
the sound had 
slightly greater 
sharpness and 
immediacy when 
powered through 
the Isol-8. Via the PS 
Premier, the sound 
seemed subtler and 
more delicate. 

TALKING
POINT

LIKE: Your hi-fi system 
performs near its best, 
regardless of mains quality

DISLIKE: On/Off switches 
(ETA Circuit Breakers) are a 
bit inaccessible

WE SAY: If your hi-fi sounds 
inconsistent, these power 
conditioners could be the 
answer to your prayers
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HOW IT 
COMPARES

1 Input choke 2 3,300 µF capacitors 3 Toroidal transformers 4 Mundorf flat wound 
inductors

5 Mundorf flat wound 
inductors 6 3,300 µF electrolytic 

capacitors 7 Input choke 8 Choke

8
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Q  ISOL-8 HC

ISOL-8 LC P
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